Several innovative, easy open/reclose solutions are available to complement your product, including Easy-Lock by Aplix®, Inno-Lok®, Press-to-Close™, Reseal-it®, slider, fitted and spouted pouches, and ZIP360®. Reclose options help preserve product freshness, reduce waste, and offer consumers easy access and transport options.

**INNOVATIVE RECLOSE OPTIONS FROM PRINTPACK**

- Press-to-Close™
- Slider
- Easy-Lock by Aplix®
- Reseal-it®
- ZIP360®
- Inno-Lok®
- Fitmented and Spouted Pouches

**PRESS-TO-CLOSE™**

- Easy to grab, flanged interlocking zipper profiles
- Easy open/reclose
- Reliable reclose keeps product fresher longer for less product waste
- Cost effective

**SLIDER**

- Easy for consumers of all ages to grip and slide
- Requires the least amount of force for the easiest opening/closing
- Cost effective

* Reseal-it® is exclusive to Printpack in the US.
Printpack develops innovative packaging solutions that deliver a distinct advantage at the shelf, strengthen brand identity in the minds of consumers and help brand owners optimize speed-to-market strategies. Packaging innovation plays a critical role in influencing the way consumers value, choose, and use products.

EASY-LOCK BY APLIX®
- Food grade, hook-to-hook closure
- Hook-to-hook provides audible and tactile feedback to consumer during closure
- Resistance to particulates maintains freshness
- Precise alignment is not required for sealing
- Easy to use for all ages

ZIP360®
- A multi-align zipper that offers an innovative wide opening for easy product access
- Reclosable replacement for traditional bag-in-box
- Pour spout functionality for easy product dispensing
- VFFS machines require no sealing jaw changes
- Compatible with side gusset, block bottom, and pillow pouches

FITMENTED & SPOUTED POUCHES
- Easy open, tamper evident, and reclosable spout options
- Convenient, on the go packaging format
- Variety of fitment/spout options available
- Combine with unique shapes and handle options for easier transport, dispensing, and storage

RESEAL-IT®
- Innovative reclose feature that can be opened and closed up to 25 times with guaranteed product freshness
- Fusion hermetic seal for product freshness
- Tamper evidence for consumer safety
- Easy open/reclose for all ages

INNO-LOK®
- Pre-applied zipper film is ready to go right onto packaging equipment
- Runs on existing VFFS equipment with little to no modification
- Can be used for both front pull-tab and bag-top designs
- Can be used for barrier or non-barrier applications

Contact a Printpack representative regarding your specific packaging application.